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Comments on the European Commission’s Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on sovereign bond-

backed securities dated August 24, 2018 

The European Commission (COM) published a proposal for a “Regulation of the European Parliament and 
of the Council on sovereign bond-backed securities” for consultation on 24 May 2018. We appreciate the 
opportunity to submit our comments. 

I. General comments 

Making the European Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) more stable and crisis-proof is one of Europe’s 
priority policy objectives. The further integration and diversification of the European financial sector is a 
significant aspect of this. That is because better risk diversification and cushioning by the capital markets 
could make the EMU overall more resilient. The completion of the Banking Union and the Capital Markets 
Union are therefore key components for achieving this goal. However, these two measures will only live 
up to expectations if the European Monetary Union can, at the same time, be stabilised through reforms. 
The two-way dependence between governments and banks has proven to be a threat to stability in the 
past. This “bank-sovereign nexus” is particularly risky in a monetary union because none of the member 
states can borrow in its own national currency. Additionally, a two-way dependence arises because banks 
also invest predominantly in their own government's securities (“home bias”). In addition to the strong 
home bias of the banks in investing in sovereign bonds, the European Commission additionally refers to 
an insufficient supply of “safe assets” to justify the proposal.  

With its proposal to introduce sovereign bond-backed securities (SBBSs), the European Commission 
hopes to offer an opportunity for weakening the bank-sovereign nexus. However, SBBSs are not the only 
proposal for solving this problem, although other proposals such as capital requirements for sovereign 
bonds are highly controversial, so a further proposal appears to make sense here. The German Banking 
Industry Committee (GBIC) therefore notes with interest the European Commission’s proposal. However, 
there are numerous elements in the proposal that call its practicability into question.  

The bank-sovereign nexus became a problem in the Monetary Union in particular because the financial 
markets started having doubts about the sustainability of certain Member States’ debt levels. SBBSs 
could probably better distribute these risks, for example through a more diversified sovereign bond port-
folio at commercial banks, thereby reducing the home bias in particular. Apart from this, however, it 
should be a priority task of economic policy to reduce the bank sovereign nexus also through a solid fi-
nancial policy in all euro states. Despite the goal for Member States not to be jointly liable for SBBSs, it 
should be considered that the securitisation construction could come under political pressure if losses oc-
cur, which could encourage the communitisation of European government debt.  

The text of the Regulation produces a number of objections that argue against the success of SBBSs in 
practice:  

• The draft Regulation proposes that SBBSs will be offered by private sector entities in the financial 
sector. Measured against the total volume of sovereign bonds outstanding, SBBSs would start out 
with a comparatively modest volume. Their further development would be open and dependent on 
market demand. However, since eliminating the bank-sovereign nexus using SBBSs requires a rap-
idly growing volume of securitisations, the question of the time horizon for achieving the goal un-
doubtedly arises. The widespread scepticism and various reservations among securitisation market 
practitioners suggest that the volume would at best grow gradually, starting from a very low level. It 
therefore remains uncertain whether the intended goal can actually be achieved.  

 
• SBBSs could result in the splitting, if not the fragmentation, of the market for sovereign bonds. A 

split could arise because national sovereign securities that are not included in a portfolio backing 
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SBBSs would continue to be traded. The impact would depend on the growth of SBBSs and the re-
sulting liquidity effects. Liquidity in today’s core sovereign bond markets would very likely decrease 
substantially if a larger part of the new issuance and the outstanding volume of these bonds were to 
be absorbed by SBBS entities as investors. The consequences of such dominant demand in a market 
can easily be seen by the unhealthy impact the ECB asset purchase programme has had on formerly 
liquid segments of the bond market. Even if SBBSs are unlikely to create the same market dynamic, 
the active and frequent use of SBBSs might result in biased demand and supply in specific govern-
ment bonds, leading to some kind of cherry picking. To prevent this, it would make sense to define a 
market volume that ensures the effectiveness of SBBS for resolving the bank-sovereign nexus on the 
one hand, and guarantees the liquidity of the market for government securities on the other. Other-
wise, there is a risk that undesirable price differentiation might arise.  

 
• In turbulent market phases, for example, demand for the more risky junior tranches of SBBSs could 

collapse and the senior tranches could also lose value due to the default risk of individual Member 
States. The assumed correlations could turn out to be too low. In such exceptional situations, there 
is an additional risk that the junior tranche will benefit from political support to prevent its default. In 
light of the increasing political pressure in a crisis, extensive guarantees would probably have to be 
pledged at European level in order to support the SBBS securitisation concept. In our opinion, it can-
not be ruled out that the Community would then have to assume joint liability for public debt in this 
sort of scenario, giving rise to a risk of communitisation comparable to euro bonds. Therefore, more 
requirements are needed in order to address these concerns. A first step could be a requirement that 
an investment in junior tranches is explicitly excluded for EU institutions such as the EIB and ECB. 

 
• It is not clear whether the senior tranche of SBBSs will receive an AAA rating from the rating agen-

cies. The rating will depend on the concentration of the underlying bond portfolio and the correlation 
of default risk. Some rating agencies have already questioned an AAA rating. This would also call 
into question the quality of SBBSs as safe assets. 

 
• SBBSs are complex products whose functioning and risk profile make them appear suitable only for 

institutional investors. The draft should clarify that they may only be sold to professional clients and 
eligible counterparties within the meaning of MiFID II. 

In light of some misleading comments in the press, we would like to emphasise that sovereign bond-
backed securities are by no means Pfandbrief-like products. Covered bonds in general, and German 
Pfandbriefe specifically, are issued by credit institutions on the basis of special covered bond law and are 
subject to special public supervision in addition to general banking supervision. The latter applies because 
cover assets for Pfandbriefe remain on the issuer’s balance sheet and no SPE is needed. Another differ-
ence to SBBSs is that no tranching occurs. Instead, all assets in the cover pool secure the outstanding 
covered bonds.  

Covered bond cover pools usually comprise a huge number and variety of creditors, who are mostly un-
correlated, while SBBSs will only be covered by 19 correlated issuers. Mortgage covered bonds that are 
covered by mortgage loans dominate the market, whereas the volume of public-sector covered bonds se-
cured by public-sector exposures has been decreasing over recent years. This is especially the case in 
Germany, where the outstanding volume of public-sector Pfandbriefe has decreased significantly. It has 
emerged that business models based on refinancing sovereign exposures bought in the secondary market 
without any maturity transformation are not profitable enough in the long run, as they require a substan-
tial maturity mismatch or alternative measures to be profitable. In light of this experience, it does not 
appear to be very likely that SBBSs will be a success, given that Article 5 of the proposal more or less 
rules out any maturity transformation. 
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We comment on individual points of the proposed Regulation in the following.  

II. Specific comments  

Eligibility and composition of the underlying portfolio and tranching of SBBSs issues (Articles 4 to 6) 

Over time the homogeneity of SBBS securitisations could be softened due to the scope for discretion in 
terms of composition and structure. In exceptional situations certain government bonds could be ex-
cluded and the amount of the senior tranche could be changed. This could result in issued SBBS bonds 
being not entirely comparable, as the portfolio composition and structure are no longer completely identi-
cal. This could make secondary trading considerably more difficult. 

Issuance and management of SBBSs (Articles 7 and 8) 

The European Commission is proposing that SBBSs will be securitised by the private sector. We appreci-
ate the market-driven approach of allowing any legal entity in the Union to establish a special purpose 
entity (SPE) and issue SBBSs. As positive as that may be, this approach does, however, increase the risk 
that the final result will be a fragmented SBBS market where – if the product turns out to be attractive – 
numerous issuers might issue a large number of small and not necessarily liquid SBBSs.  

The remaining maturities of the securities combined in SBBSs would have to lie within a narrow time win-
dow of six months. The question of whether the providers of SBBSs will acquire the securities on the sec-
ondary market or put pressure on the issuers to coordinate their issue dates with SBBS issues is still en-
tirely open. 

SBBSs notification and transparency requirements (Articles 10 to 12) 

Article 12 should not refer to a “transferee”, but to an investor, because it is precisely in this capacity 
that they should receive the information they need to make an informed investment decision. Article 12 
should be supplemented by further information requirements, in particular regarding the structure and 
risks of SBBSs. Article 14 of the draft Covered Bonds Directive could serve as a model for this. 

Supervision and cooperation among authorities (Articles 13 and 14) 

The proper and effective supervision of the SBBS markets is important for safeguarding financial stability, 
ensuring investor confidence and promoting liquidity. To this end, the proposal requires Member States to 
designate competent authorities in keeping with existing EU law in the area of financial services. In view 
of the cross-border nature of the SBBSs market, cooperation between competent authorities and the 
ESMA should be ensured through information exchange, cooperation in supervisory activities and investi-
gations, and coordination of decision-taking. ESMA would coordinate the work of the competent authori-
ties and assess practical issues that may arise with regard to SBBSs. We support this approach. In addi-
tion, reporting obligations to supervisors should be stipulated in order to enable effective supervision. 

Macroprudential monitoring (Article 19) 

According to the Commission, the issuance of SBBSs should not have any impact on the market liquidity 
of other financial instruments or on financial stability. However, as SBBSs are a new product, the ESRB is 
to be responsible for overseeing the development of the market within the limits of its mandate. We wish 
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to draw attention to potential substitution effects between sovereign bonds and SBBS tranches. If SBBSs 
are successfully placed on the market, there will inevitably be some crowding out with regard to the sec-
ondary market liquidity of individual euro countries with corresponding negative consequences for yields. 
A further factor is that the funding requirements of the euro countries are not proportional to the ECB 
key. We do not consider mere oversight by the ESRB to be sufficient.  

Amendments to other legal acts (Articles 21 to 24) 

In particular the proposed extension of the preferential regulatory treatment to junior tranches is ex-
tremely problematic. As stated in Article 6(6) of the proposal, the SBBS concept foresees a safety net for 
senior tranches through loss absorption by the junior tranches (and mezzanine, if applicable). This will 
result in the creation of “safe assets” and senior tranches will achieve a high rating. However, if junior 
tranches are to bear losses in such a waterfall structure, there is no justification for any preferential 
treatment in line with sovereign exposures. Instead, if at all, any such treatment should be limited to 
senior tranches. 
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